New Borne
Baby: NYX
By T.H. Murrey
Note: Because of the complexity and
the large number of charts (over 30)
the entire article along with large
charts can be found at www.tradersworld.com/murrey41

The (NJ) New Jerusalem: USA

New IPO March 08 2006, New Borne Baby:
NYX

USA Born: December 17, 1773
Boston Tea Party: Taxation

No Past History: knows its future 1/8th set
to 3.125 after 18.75 minutes alive.
(see chart # 01):

USA Ambassador to Israel:
Daniel Ayalan was speaking in Brentwood,
Tennessee, on a Sunday night, 2006, spoke,
and addressed the US as the New Jerusalem
(extended):

You can have your pi but can it eat your
proﬁts?
Dr. Murrey (M.D.) delivers “baby” NYX
from love of M’$pie.
Pi = 3.14 (random guess)
Murrey’s Proﬁt Pie: M’$pie = 3.125
When you want to ﬁnd a political answer,
you follow the money?
If you want to know Universal Truths,
you understand the number (17) or M’$pie
= 3.125. 3.125 divided (10) times equals
.1525875.

Exert from The Nashville Tennessean
Morning newspaper:
“Being chosen doesn’t mean having extra
blessings, but extra responsibilities. It is up
to all of us to keep the faith and the values
upheld by Israel.
“We’re blessed to have the New Jerusalem,
the United States, as an ally. This is the future.
This is really the hope of the world.”
Yesterday, millions of Christians in the
United States rallied in prayer for Israel as
part of the fourth annual International Day
of Prayer and Solidarity with Israel.
Sponsored by the International Fellowship
of Christians and Jews, the event featured
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Christian and Israeli dignitaries speaking
at churches to encourage support for Israel
through advocacy and prayer.
The ﬁrst observance mobilized 5 million
Christians in 16,000 U.S. churches.
The fellowship supports Jewish immigration, resettlement and social welfare projects in Israel, as well as programs in the
former Soviet Union.
Support for Israel among evangelical
Christians is wide-ranging. Church bodies such as Bethel World Outreach and
the Nashville-based Southern Baptist
Convention, the nation’s largest Protestant
group, committed their churches to participate in the event.
The observance at Bethel World Outreach
Center in Brentwood drew standing-roomonly attendance at two of the three morning
worship services at which Ayalon spoke.
Other guest speakers were the ambassador’s wife, Anne Ayalon; Yigal Amedi,
deputy mayor of Jerusalem; and Yigal
Hayo Molad, administrative director of
the Jerusalem Cinematheque, Jerusa-lem’s
ﬁ lm commission, who expressed interest in
organizing a music festival with Nashville
in Jerusalem.
Robert Stearns, founder of Eagles’ Wings,
a ministry of Christians and Jews operating
out of New York and Jerusalem, helped bring
the Israeli ambassador and his delegation
to Bethel World Outreach in Brentwood,
Tennessee.
He was speaking, to the continuing globalization, of all nations, and the importance, to work together for peace.
He addressed the importance, for all
nations, to strive for the protection of
one’s individual rights to peruse a safe and
happy life, with the increasing protection,
for Universal Intellectual Rights, from the
part of individuals, who by pass “normal,”
and move toward simpler ways to think,
and solve obvious daily quandaries. Murrey
spoke with him brieﬂy as he greeted new
friends.
Secretary of Commerce: Mickey Kantor
from Nashville, Tennessee (for eight years,
under President Bill Clinton), spoke at
The Law School at Vanderbilt University
Campus, 18.75 months ago, and he spoke
to three main subjects:
1) Peace through negotiations,
2) More food production per nation,
3) Intellectual Rights Protection.
Murrey spoke with him brieﬂy after the
meeting as he greeted old friends.
Secretary of Finance: Snow, under

President George Bush, on CNBC TV,
reiterated the continuing need to protect
the Intellectual Rights of all high IQ people
who share their knowledge for the “common good” with a simpler way.
US Senator Bill Frist M.D. from
Tennessee was reported to comment to the
continued eﬀorts, to protect and individual’s Intellectual Rights for their contribution to the common good.
Murrey spoke with the Senator, brieﬂy, at
Houston’s Restaurant, in Nashville, on Wets
End, the day before Thanksgivings, which
was seven months before his stock HCA had
moved up, on good news, then down again
to the same price on bad earnings news.
No one asked him if he knew (ahead of
time) about the good news, which gapped it
up, they dwelled on the bad news.
It was reported to the SEC, weeks in
advance, which has its books open to all
NYSE members, the simple fact that 10
large HCA corporate leaders, were selling
millions of their shares, from April 2005 to
July 2005, and they set the earnings policy
for the corporation. (see chart # 08)
Mr. Karl Icon as asked, on CNBC TV
last month, “how have you made your billions?” He replied, ‘Find the simplest thing
the average person will consume and reorder, but it must be so simple the least will
understand.”
Public Record Disclaimer: 1994-95
US Library of Congress (accepted)

Total Intellectual Rights of Ownership:
(The Common Law look) of Murrey Math
Trading System: Murrey’s Perfect Binary,
Linear, Musical Pitch Algorithm: .1525875
(17) times, double the double will create
every harmonic internal trading octave any
market may reverse oﬀ (inside) its Murrey
Math master Square.
Murrey owns them all:
All 384 (exact) numbers called MMTL:
Murrey Math Trading Lines deduced from
dividing Murrey’s 5 Master Squares: 100,
1,000, 10,000, 100,000 or 1,000,000 in
½, then divide each answer in ½ (again),
(17) times and any market trading inside
one of these MM Master Squares or any
two or three added together will give the
exact reversal price. How simple is this to
understand?
No market traded on Base Ten, anywhere
in the world, will reverse unless it touches
one of the numbers Murrey owns the rights
(to all).
Right of Public Domain:
The Math Universe of “known” random
numbers exceeds 3.125 billion, so you may
claim ownership of them and copyright
them, but Murrey has the (only 384 numbers) all markets reverse oﬀ since October
09 1945.
Proof of Authenticity: (copyright)
1) New Innovation (never seen),
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2) Proof by (exact) predictions,
3) Established over time and repetition.
1) Google.com has 37,500 references
to Murrey Math being the (only) human
or computer to trade all markets oﬀ the
same # or one, two or three fractals added
together with no fundamentals. Trader’s
World Magazine publisher, Larry Jacobs
has received (only) one way to trade oﬀ (1)
# Murrey Math.
2) Every major reverse of the Dow 30 is oﬀ
156.25 points or 312.5. Every major reverse
oﬀ the S&P 100 is oﬀ 15.625 points. Every
major reverse oﬀ the S&P 500 is oﬀ 15.625.
3) Since 1995 Murrey has over 125,000
individual traders, who profess to know
his Murrey Math Trading Lines. Plus,
every major US Brokerage House refuses to
acknowledge any market can be predicted
into the future, much less oﬀ one number
or its fractals. They refuse to listen.
CNBC TV has ﬁnancial experts on TV
everyday, and someone will ask them, “What
do you see for the future of XXXX?”
The expert will say, “no one can predict it,
if they could, I would follow their advice.”
They are lying and we know.
If they converted to Murrey, they would
lose their credibility (how fragile it is).
Note of Interest:
On any Given Trading Day, about 70% of
all market action is controlled by a handful

of institutions.
On Feb. 24, 2006, for example, just 10
ﬁrms controlled 58.86% of the $2.95 billion in shares traded on the NYSE...
1. Goldman Sachs Group: 8.45%
2. UBS: 7.63%
3. Brut LLC: 7.44%
4. Merrill Lynch: 7.13%
5. Morgan Stanley: 6.16%
6. Lehman Brothers: 5.19%
7. Credit Suisse: 4.61%
8. Bear Stearns: 4.51%
9. Jeﬀeries Execution: 3.93%
10. Deutsche Bank: 3.82%
These Giant ﬁrms can create billions in
demand, sometimes in mere minutes, for
whichever stock they choose. Track where
they’re buying next and add positive positions to your portfolio.
Bet to all brokers: T. Henning Murrey
will invite any person, oﬀ the street, to predict any market, with no more information,
than ﬁve years of past data, and The Murrey
Math Trading System Soft ware Program,
created 1994-95 with only one # multiplied
or divided (17) times, (the same number);
then the soft ware will pick, one two, or
three of the these (17) numbers, and add
them together, and any market you trade
will reverse oﬀ it, they, or them.
1995: T. Henning Murrey was the recipient of The “Holy Grail” Award.
This award goes to the trading “guru,”
who professes to tell everyone, the most, he
has “any” market “ﬁgured out.”
1993: T. Henning Murrey won this award,
and has retained it for 12.50 years, since he
has ﬁgured out all markets, and the “brokers” keep telling their clients Murrey is
weird and wrong.
A Baby is born: NYX (see chart # 03)
NYX had its inception years ago as a nonproﬁt club. Then, it added its parenting with
(AX) an online trading exchange. March 08
2006, it was born at 67.00. It is a combination of “current” values of the New York
Stock Exchange and (AX) Archipelago.
1,300 Floor Traders (NYSE) were anticipating the birth of their “baby” NYX. They
traded their seats for shares of paper. What
will it be worth in 60 days? All stocks are
to move higher.
Now, how does an experienced Ivey League
“genius” ﬁgure its normal growth pattern of
NYX from its conception: Words or Math?
New York City has the most powerful,
Late Spring / Early Summer 2006 TRADERSWORLD.COM
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intelligent, well informed and proﬁt-motivated “individuals,” who will tell you, they
know more about any stock, than the man
standing next to him, in the same “pit.”
Mark Twain said, “the biggest liars or best
performers, even when they are wrong are
preachers, magicians, and stock brokers.”
New York City has 1.5625 billion dollars
worth of computers analyzing 5,000 stocks
per second, and they know, exactly, where
each will reverse, in the future, and they
pass on these recommendations to their
clients daily.
Jim Kramer, from Harvard and Joe
Kerning from M.I.T. and T. Henning
Murrey from mit (small caps) Murrey’s
Institute of Thinking will tell you they (3)
know exactly where NYX will reverse as
soon as it is “borne.”
There were 100 diﬀerent web sites and
“blog” groups started, to predict its (NYX)
EBA Da and EPS ratios the 1st quarter, but
it keeps falling.
If you draw any square, and assign any
vertical height to it, you may ﬁnd its Triple
Double (4 Square): 1 x 4 = 4 x 4 = 16 x 4 =
64 (trilogy) growth.
This country uses math (addition) set to
base Ten, so our base (10) x height (10),
would keep Logic consistent, if we set our
square to 100: Ninety plus one.

Price and Time must be proportional:
So we set Price (100) to the Four Square (13
week) or 64 days, so we ﬁnd 1/64th = 1.5625
or 1/32nd = 3.125 Murrey’s M’$pie. Find 3/8th
and 5/8th of 100.
So, Logic tells us the nearest Major Internal
Murrey Math trading Octave shall be: 62.50
(5/8th), and 67.00 is over 3.125 points and
below 6.25 points, so our vertical side will
equal 3.125, and our 22.5 degree angle to the
right, representing 51213 will equal 1.5625.
Logic forces us to accept, if vertical side (A)
equals 3.125, its 1st Murrey Double would be
6.25; then its 2nd Murrey Double would be
12.50; and its 3rd Murrey Double would be
called Murrey’s Triple Double: 25.00, so we
add 25.00 to 62.50 and it equals 87.50 as its
future MM 8/8th, after its “birth” 67.00.
Now, since it jumped out of its mother’s
body (building) on Wall Street, it should be
measured from 65.625 and move up + 25.00
ﬁnd the top of its head to be 90.625, which
is + 1/8th above MM 8/8th at 87.50.
The “birth navel of NYX will be 75.00,
which will set Vesica Piscis as its center
thought. We will look at its 1st hour of birth
and ﬁnd the waist of (it) and it will trigger
a future support or resistance, if it comes
back down.
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Law of Murrey:
If it cannot close above its MM + 2/8th, it
will have to come back down and touch its
MM 4/8th “navel.”
Law of Murrey:
If it closes, a “baby” 2/8th below MM 3/8th
37.50, it will fall to 65.625, 62.50 or 59.375.
Law of Murrey:
If it closes below MM – 2/8th 56.25, it will
(have to) frame shift lower and reset at MM
8/8th 87.50 and MM 0/8th 37.50, so MM 3/8th
would be (MM 1/8th = 6.25) 6.25 x 3 = 18.75
+ 37.50 = 56.25: (see chart # 06).
This “baby” stock (NYX) has to fall
(lower), if it closes below 56.25.
Please look IPO’s at: (see chart # 02):
1) NYX: opened at 67.00, Mar. 08 2006,
2) BOT: opened at 81.00, Oct. 10 2005,
3) CME: opened at 31.25, Dec. 07 2002.
The CME Chicago Mercantile Exchange
opened as an IPO, and traded between 37.50
and 50.00. (see chart # 04):
Last week it (CME) was trading between
375.00 and 500. (see chart # 05):
Do you see it is trading on the same MM
Numbers, except in a larger Murrey Math
Master Square?
Historical Note:
April 22, 2006: Santa Ana, California:
Murrey Math “Coaching” Class: guest
speaker was past board member of CME
and said he owned shares. He told the class,
“There is no holy grail.”
He spoke to the stock, CME. He said with
the addition of Chinese stock trading coming on board, it should move up toward 625
or 650.
While he was speaking, Murrey pulled up
a 64 day chart of CME. It was setting on
MM 8/8th, up + 125 points, or + 8/8th from
375.00.
One of Murrey’s students spoke out and
said: “It looks like a great short, with the
gap to be ﬁ lled down at 453.125.” Murrey
agreed.
Monday: early after the open, it (CME)
move up + 3.125 points above 500 and the
500 Puts (May) CNMQT were selling for
$18,750: (see chart # 15).
Results: Five days later: it was down
to 450.00 and the 500 Puts were worth
$48,500.00. This stock shot up fast, in three
years, form 50 to 500. Why shouldn’t someone take a proﬁt?
Most traders from the “old school,” will
not convert to a simpler trading system

Murrey has an inherent problem:
1) traders are too lazy to listen,
2) too eager to change the truth,
3) too ashamed to admit any error.
How can any genius (over 168 IQ) present a moron trading strategy, to anyone, if the higher “authorities,” will say it’s a lie, or will
not work, over time, if it is 3% better than their present “random
guess” bull shit trading strategy?
Folks, every trader (with any money left), after using the Buy and
Hold Trading Strategy, laughs at experts, who say there is no “Holy
Grail” Trading System, if they use Murrey’s soft ware.
The Murrey Math Coaching Academy, started in 1993, in
Henning, Tennessee, has teenagers, who are children of successful
students, who know more about trading for proﬁts, than 87.50% of
all MBA graduates from the top twenty Universities in all of the
USA. Why? They can “convert.”
There is not one USA University MBA Program “teaching” or
“coaching” 100% technical analysis set to Murrey Math.
They are still stuck in the “outdated” Elliott Wave and Fibonacci:
random .382% and .618% of any random bull shit last high or last
low. That’s wrong.
Historical Truth: All Elliott Wave “gurus” are saying to short the
S&P 500 down to 1,111, but we keep getting rising earnings and
more durable goods.
You choose your philosophical cross roads:
1) Accept it, and start trading,
2) Steal it, and claim it as your idea,
3) Try to improve on Perfect Logic.
Humans who are weak (mentally) want irrational numbered trading systems.
Normal humans want simple, rational numbers, repeated which
predict any market’s reverses.
If any trading system works, it must have the same aﬀect, on the
same price as it moves from Murrey’s master Square to the next
Master Square.
Example:
1) NYX – high reversal down 90.625, new baby IPO, 2006, (see
chart # 06),
2) IBM – high reversal down
3) 90.626, 2006, (see chart 6a),
4) BRK.A – high reversal down
5) 90,625, 2006, (see chart 17)
6) Dow 30 2002 after lows at 7,187.50 on October 09, 2002 moved
up exactly + 1,875 and stopped at 9,062.50.
Please go back up and pick one of the four groups, which will
allow you to make the most money oﬀ what (you) have been taught
and you are preaching to your (children) clients.
Now, only a few traders can grasp what is proposed now: accept
100% technical trading system, with the use of only one number
(Murrey’s) with all fundamentals built in 18.75 minutes after the
price reﬂects it live online.
There 112.50 other random trading systems, which will let you
(imagine) what the correct last highs or lows are, so you can set
your 0/8th to 8/8th.
Every brokerage house, mutual fund, and all certiﬁed ﬁnancial
planner, takes an oath to tell their clients, “no one knows future
market direction.”
All “Old School” MBA and Graduate School Programs refuse to
mention Murrey Math, since they take nine month classes to get
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“you” ready for Wall Street, using fundamentals (only).
All high schools are afraid to show the
children how to trade with Murrey Math,
since the kids would be making more
money than the teachers.
Financial Talk Shows all over this country tell you the Buy and Hold (trading
strategy) for long term is investing, but they
know you make (only) + 5% per year over
time, in your mutual fund.
So, why not make + 5% and quit, exit get
out, back into your money market, without
any losses, till your market falls – 50% of
its last run, or, if you are a (Murrey Math
Student) geniuses, simply buy a (short)
mutual fund, which will pay you proﬁts, as
the Dow 30 and S&P are falling? It’s only
been out there 12.5 years?
President Bush told you this, but most of
you are in denial, to “simple truths.”
Social Security is bankrupt along with
normal IQ people in the US.
Norman Mailer was on The Larry King
Show last month and he said, “This country’s youth’s IQ, is going down hill on an
uphill climb. We have 10,000,000 here
who are not qualiﬁed by education, speech
or ambition to spend money here in this
country, plus criminals from China, Russia,
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South America and Haiti. If you can’t speak
English, read or write, how can you trade?
Use Murrey Math Trading System. You
need no formal education.
25% of all MBA (female) graduates are not
in the ﬁnancial business: they quit.
Let’s ask these high IQ women to form
Murrey’s Female Financial Strategy
Group, who can learn the (13) Murrey Math
“numbers” (WMT) Walmart reversed oﬀ
the last twelve months.*
*Please go to www.tradersworld.com web
page and download one year (ﬁve charts)
of Walmart stock set to the same (13) MM
Trading Lines.
Its MM 0/8th was 43.75 and MM 8/8th
50.00, so it wants to reverse oﬀ .78125 on
either side of these numbers, since 50 is
halfway to 100. It did 30 times.
Women can learn these numbers, but men
have to be “coached” to ﬁnd the magic wave
pattern or channel with lots of booze and
excuses.
Walmart is the largest employer in the US.
It is not going out of business.
Their employees buy it every 30 days.
How much did they (employees) make oﬀ
WMT last year? It made nothing, unless
they traded it or sold short or bought Puts
or sold Calls.
WMT made 30 reverses the past twelve
months oﬀ the same (exact) (7) numbers
placed in Murrey’s book in 1994-95.
(see charts: 09a, b, c, d and e)
Last May 2005 it traded for 47.65625 and
last Friday (good) April 14, 2006, it traded
for 45.3125, which was a lose of - $2,375 and
365 days of mental anguish and disgust and
excuses why.
But, if you had taken the opposite direction trades oﬀ: MM 7/8th, 8/8th, or + 1/8th
and gone long down on MM 1/8th, 0/8th,
– 1/8th or – 2/8th, you would have pocketed
$71,125 or bought 2,000 more shares free.
Wall Street brags about its Ivey League
genius young adults, coming to Wall Street
with another innocent, newly drug induced
brain, from booze, drugs, sports gambling,
strip show entertainment, post graduate
binge drinking, so why are they not allowed
to meet Murrey’s Math? MM takes no
brains cells, or memory to accept.
It takes, only, at most, 64 IQ to use The
Murrey Math Trading System.
It takes longer to tie your tie, in a Windsor
knot, and brush your teeth with baking
soda, than it does to pull up 50 stocks,
with our soft ware, and it has already (highlighted) the Yellows and blue or 5/8th moves,

for you, so you can enjoy your coﬀee instead
of Maalox.
WMT was channeling between 43.75 and
50.00. Any class of economic fools, in the
poorest section of Manhattan, could have
seen it, if they just quit reading, and start
paying attention.
Every move was reversing oﬀ: .78125 cents
exactly, which is 100 divided in ½ (7) times:
Murrey said in 1993.
How many years would it take an Ivey
League SAT Scholar to ﬁgure out?
The MBA Program in most large universities, are losing new recruits, since the
reams of bs are not working in real life
investing. They know it.
Murrey will come to any MBA Program
and speak one day, at $37,500 and after the
check is cashed, he will set up a trading
fund for $25,000 in the University’s name
and “coach the kids” to trade the money
and pay for their own damn school fees,
then pass the money down to the poor
students, who don’t really want to learn to
earn, or churn and burn, by using The Buy
and Hold Rules.
When young MBA geniuses go to Wall
Street and Hedge Funds, they have to learn
a Fibonacci ratio trading system.
No major US University will spend more
than 30 minutes talking about “technical
trading.” Women want technical trading
systems, instead of fundamentals created
by lying CEO’s who are men.
The Murrey Math (coaching) Learning
Academy est 1993 – 2006 has matriculated
thousands of students.
Now you ask, “Are they all rich?”
How many young people pass tests on the
post graduate level, then go out and choke,
quit, or hate what they studied, while they
were enthused as undergraduates: 25% the
1st year?
Children, Orientals and females over 30,
learn to be “coached” to trade the Murrey
Math Numbers in the shortest time.
Adult men are “know it alls,” who refuse
to change, even to the extent of losing all
their trading account, just because a trade
goes against them.” If you were a man,
would you go home, and admit you were
wrong the past 25 years?
If your ultimate goal is to get rich, why not
simply get our soft ware and start reversing
oﬀ our 384 numbers?
If you ask 125,000 brokers in the USA,
they will everything about any stock, but
they will tell you no one can predict future
reverses of the Dow 30? Why?

You will either pay Murrey, or pay the
women, who are shorting your losing position, as it falls – 50% against you (men).
Women love to short the men.
Education is not free: you pay to play
whatever your game.
How much you pay to play, and how long
it takes you, depends how hard you are to
“give in” to the genius of another genius.
All the knowledge is already known.
You can’t improve on the simplicity of The
Murrey Math Trading System, if it trades
with the Base Ten.
Could you have been “too busy” to put
these MM numbers on your scotch bottle
last May 2005: WMT:
Short: 49.21875, 50, 50.78125 51.5625;
Long: 44.53125, 43.75, 42.96875, or
42.1875?
You don’t (even) need to be able to read
English to trade WMT.
Any migrant worker, working illegally for
WMT, can count (money) to 100.
They are qualiﬁed to work on Wall Street
and trade WMT. If your goal is to make
money, which is counted on Base Ten, why
read sentences about WMT, when they are
so big, no one can tell you why a $9.375
bra is worth less than one from Victoria’s
Secret?
Now, the “smart” Yankee Ivey League
pretty boys, with the slicked back hair and
triple starched shirts are saying, “that’s
luck, plus it’s too easy, there’s really more
to consider than price.”
“Sorry bucko, it’s all price (only) when you
pick a woman. They are going to get what
they want or move on.
Fundamentals don’t count when they need
a Coach purse, a dress if the shoes match.”
Is it channeling stocks or stocks in a
channel? Every broker knows this.
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Why not pick:
1) GE: (see chart # 10),
2) IBM: (see chart # 11),
3) KO: (see chart # 12),
4) MSFT: (see chart # 13)
5) HD: (see chart # 14).
IBM has traded between MM 0/8th 75.00
and MM 8/8th 87.50 the past year: (see chart
11a and b).
GE has traded between MM 0/8th 32.8125
and MM 8/8th 35.9375 the past year: (see
chart 10a, b and c).
MSFT has traded between MM 0/8th 25.00
and 31.25 the past year.*
KO has traded between MM 0/8th 37.50
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MURREY MATH SUPPLIES
The MurreyMath Trading Frame software program will automatically
decide for you if a market is Over Bought or Over Sold, and
The MurreyMath Trading Frame Software
• All Gann Lines (8/8ths)
• All Vertical Time Lines
• All Squares in Time Lines
• Entry Price Points
• Set all Overbought/Oversold Lines
• Set 5 Circles of Conﬂict

• Set Parallel Momentum Lines
• Set Speed Angles (7)
• Set Learning Mode Data
• Present “Best Entry Price”
• Present Daily Volume differential
• Sell 50.% of Position Price Points

PRICE $1000.00
End-of-Day version includes: One Set of Software,
Murrey Math Book, CD Learning Lessons & EMail Updates
Murrey Math Book
alone
$78.00

60 Day Software Trial
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$250.00
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and 43.75 the past year: (see chart 13a and b).
January 2005 KO could not close 3.125
cents above its MM + 2/8th, so it had to fall
back down to its MM 4/8th: (see chart 12).
Home Depot has been trading between
MM 0/8th 37.50 and MM 8/8th at 43.75 since
may 17th, 2005: (see chart 14a, b, c and d).
The Murrey Math Trading System End
of Day Soft ware Program will (mentally)
ﬁgure out the exact MM 0/8th and MM
8/8th of all 5,000 stocks, and 25,000 mutual
funds, faster than you can display them on
the screen.
Murrey and Murrey’s youngest Master
Level Trader (at 17) Ryan Waring, who is
in public school, in Glendora, California,
can do them, faster in his head, than the
computer can spit them out, but you have
to have an extremely high IQ to keep up
with us.
Murrey and Ryan and his father and their
friends practice trading, while playing golf.
We trade forex.
Ryan has hit 312.5 yard on ﬂy to dog leg
left, par four and backed it up on the green.
You can’t do it, sorry.
The next par-four-hole # 17, Murrey hit
four iron 187.50 yards up hill, and it stopped
9.375 inches behind pin.
Torah in Genesis reports in Chapter 6.
verse 17 The Floods came, when Noah was
(6) 600 years old. He took (7) other people
(octave) and (7) clean groups of animals to
equal (70) equals Truth. The ﬂoods took (7)
days to ﬂoat the arc (Vesics Piscis) means
Fish. The Floods ﬂoated the arc on the
17th day of the 2nd month. It landed on the
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mountain and after seven days, the doors
were opened on the (7) month and the 17th
day, after 150 days. The Vernal Equinox
occurs at diﬀerent days each week, always
on the 17th day of Nison. Daniel was told by
the Angel Gabriel to expect a man to enter
the east gate, on the 10th day of Nison, and
be tired on the 14th day, then come oﬀ the
cross and out of the tomb on the 17th day.
Did it happen? After the 3rd appearance
along the Sea of Tiberius, it was reported
to have to feed 4,000 with 153 ﬁsh. Add up:
1,2,3,4,5,6,7,8,9,10,11,12,13,14,15,16 and 17
to equal 153. Luck?
Now, either go to Stone Henge or Standing
Stone Rectangle or over to the Sea of Tiberius
as reported in John:21 verse 5: the ﬁsh were
caught at: triangle: 5,12,13 = a square + b
square = c square.
It should equal 169, but it was reported
to be 153.
The Lunar Cycle will be arrived at, by
drawing a line from the base (5) between
(2 female and 3 male): and extend it up to
the top of side a plus side c. You will know
(that) the square of 123.68 will equal 153.
The ratio of 153:265 will produce the Square
Root 3 (Trilogy).
If you are “Math Challenged” simply do
as the Druids did at the Standing Stone
Rectangle: draw two arcs, inside the rectangle, ﬁnd the two points, where they cross
along the top and the bottom, draw a vertical line down and touch each cross-over.
Now, create a rectangle. You can ﬁnd the
Square Roots: 2, 3 or 5, with no math education. Trust what I said.
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Everything I (just) explained was taught
in 8th grade Algebra. This math was passed
down through the Essenne Jews, by way of
the Nazarenes, who were called Nazars, or
witches, since they used herbs and holistic
medicine, instead of wine for relief of pain.
Moses was sent to Egypt and The Library of
Alexandria to read the 12 books of Euclid,
plus the (700) 700,000 books on ﬁ le, including Geometria which is the 2nd most read
book since the Flood.
Truth: Mother Earth (43.75) cycles per
second divided by Murrey’s Sacred Square
Root: .625 = 700, or 700 BC was the 1st time
Kuan Yin (Virtue) Mother Earth was mentioned, or recorded 40 AD by a Chinese
Monk.
The American Indians are found buried
in East Tennessee, as far back as 9,375 BC,
with their Sacred Flute’s musical pitch set to
437.50 cycles per second.
The Pyramid at Giza has its door to the
Queen’s Tomb set so the wind crosses its
opening at 43.75 miles per hour.
The Tacoma, Washington Harmonic
Expansion Bridge started waving to 3/8th
and 5/8th above it key of “F” when the winds
reached 43.75 miles per hour, thus it lost
it harmony with a decrease or increase (by
speed) and collapsed.
Law of Murrey Math
Please look at these diﬀerent markets and
see which (ones) are set to 43.75 or 437.50?
Funny how everything is set to math, music,
Murrey Math is Music.
http://www.geocentral.net/geometria/
sampleProblem.html will help you get over
being afraid of 8th grade geometry.
Golf is easier when you know MM.
Trading is easy when you don’t choke. Set
your 3-wood to 43.75 inches long, with 62.5
cycles per second. Try it.
Knowing where your “baby” is, has a lot
to do with “who’s your daddy?”
Your “Daddy” of the Markets is Murrey
Math. Join our church for higher proﬁts.
Since 1993, T. Henning Murrey has been
trading (every) market oﬀ one number, or
that number divided by two, then picking one, two or three fractals and knowing ahead of price and time every reverse:
the large the number the more critical the
support or resistance. Murrey has taught
thousands of students. Please join us and
convert to simple.
T.H. Murrey is author of the Murrey Math
Trading Book and Trading Frame Software.

